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Celebrated  Canadian  Constitutional  lawyer  Rocco
Galati  characterizes  the  COVID  Operation  as  “the  biggest
example of misinformation and lies on a global scale that
we’ve seen.”

The  Constitutional  challenge  that  he  is  filing  with  the
Ontario  Superior  Court  seeks  to  pull  back  the  shroud  of
secrecy imposed by the Trudeau and Ford governments which, he
says, are currently and have been “ruling by decree” beneath
the pretexts of “COVID Measures” and “Emergency Measures”.

Specifically, he is seeking “declatory and injunctive” relief
against COVID measures. The Canadian Broadcasting Corporation
(CBC) is also named as a defendant since it is publicly funded
with a public mandate under the Broadcast Act and has a “duty
of care.”

Both Prime Minister Trudeau and Premier Ford refuse to divulge
the substance and source of their “medical advice”, and the
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media,  including  the  CBC,  are  guilty  of  extraordinary
censorship.

Whereas mayors in North America have proudly met with Bill
Gates for advice, he has obvious conflicts of interest, and he
is neither a doctor nor an expert.

Ontario’s world-renowned Sick Kid’s Hospital, on the other
hand, is well qualified to weigh in on these matters. In a
recent  peer-reviewed  study  conducted  by  two  expert
virologists, aided by twenty experts, the hospital has advised
against social distancing and masking, (1) saying that social
distancing and masking import drastic psychological harm on
children.

Galati  reminds  us  of  the  impacts  of  societies’  fascistic
reactions to COVID.

State  diktats  have  assisted  in  premature  deaths  of
people in Long Term Care Facilities.
170,000 scheduled surgeries (including heart and cancer
surgeries) in Canada were postponed,
suicides have spiked,

The Guardian reported that in the month of April 2020 alone,
there were 10,000 extra dementia patient deaths in England and
Wales.  (2)  The  World  Food  Bank  notes  that  130  million
additional people will be on the brink of starvation due to
COVID measures (already one child starves to death every 29
seconds on planet earth).

Galati explains how all of the COVID statistics have been
manipulated, saying, for example, that if the primary cause of
death is cancer, but COVID is evident or presumed, then the
Cause of Death is listed (falsely) as COVID.

The government’s reactions to COVID amount to “state crimes”.
Galati’s lawsuit should be a strong step in freeing ourselves
from these destructive globalist tentacles.



Rocco Galati is a Toronto-based Constitutional Lawyer. Connect
with Rocco Galati at Constitutional Rights Centre.

Mark  Taliano  is  a  Research  Associate  of  the  Centre  for
Research on Globalization (CRG) and the author of Voices from
Syria, Global Research Publishers, 2017.  Connect with Mark
Italiano. 
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